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The! Ethiopian! Revenue! and! Customs! Authority! (ERCA)!

annual! income!from!inland!taxes!will!be!over!half!a!trillion!

birr! by! the!end!of! the! Second!growth!and!Transformation!

Plan! (GTP! II),! according! to!ERCA.!The!need! to! increase! tax!

revenue!was! noted! in! the! first! GTP! plan! but! has! received!

more!emphasis!in!GTP!II,!with!targets!for!growth!now!set!at!

doubling!tax!revenues.!!

In! the! 2014/15! fiscal! year,! annual! government! revenue! including! grants!

stood!at!200!billion!birr;!according!to!the!new!plan,!this!figure! is!expected!

to!reach!627.6!billion!birr!by!the!end!of!the!current!GTP!period.!Of!the!new!

target!revenue,!over!600!billion!birr!is!expected!to!be!collected!from!tax!and!

nonOtax! Inland! Revenue! sources,! with! tax! taxes! accounting! for! over! 550!

billion!birr.!

ERCA!collected!116!billion!birr! in! the!past! fiscal! year!and! to!make! it! to! its!

550!billion!birr!target!over!the!next!five!years!tax!collection!would!have!to!

grow!by! close! to! 100!billion!birr! every! year.!Full! story!@! [Source:! Capital,!

Nov!2015].!

!

Over half a trillion birr in taxes 
targeted for GTP II 

Ethiopia!has!witnessed!rapid!economic!

growth,! with! real! gross! domestic!

product! (GDP)! growth! averaging! 10.9!

per!cent!between!2004!and!2014!
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Increasing!livestock!GDP!contribution!
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Last!week!Maersk!Oil!&!Gas!agreed!to!buy!stakes!in!oil!exploration!blocks!in!

Ethiopia! and! Kenya! from! Africa! Oil,! a! Canadian! oil! firm.! Africa! Oil! sold! 50!

percent!of!its!stakes!on!its!two!blocks!in!Ethiopia.!!

According!to!the!agreement,!Maersk!will!acquire!25!percent!stake!on!Africa!

Oil’s!concession!in!the!Rift!Basin!and!15!percent!on!South!Omo!basin.!!

Currently,!Africa!Oil!has!50!percent!stake!on!Rift!Basin!and!Marathon!Oil,!a!

US! oil! company! owns! the! remaining! shares.! On! the! South! Omo! basin! the!

operator,! Tullow! Oil,! has! 50! percent! stake,! Africa! Oil! has! 30! percent! and!

Marathon!Oil!owns!the!remaining!20!percent!shares.!!

The!Minister! of!Mines,! Petroleum!and!Natural!Gas,! Tolossa! Shagi,! told! The!

Reporter!that!Africa!Oil!and!Maersk!Oil!has!signed!farm!out!agreement!that!

includes! the! transfer! of! shares! on! two! blocks! in! Ethiopia.! “They! would!

request! for! formal! approval! from! the! ministry! to! endorse! the! farm! out!

agreement,”!Tolossa!said.!“We!will!reveal!the!details!of!the!agreement!when!

the!agreement!is!endorsed,”!he!added.![…]!

Currently,! eight! international! oil! companies! are! engaged! in! oil! and! gas!

exploration! activities! in! various! parts! of! the! country.! These! are:! Africa! Oil,!

Tullow!Oil,! Falcon!Petroleum,! South!West! Energy,!New!Age,! Poly!GCL,!GBP!

Global!Resources!and!Delonex!Energy.!![Source:!!The!Reporter,!Nov!2015].!

The!Danish!oil!and!gas!company!owned!by!the!Maersk!

Group,!Maersk!Oil!&!Gas,!is!going!to!engage!in!oil!and!gas!

exploration!projects!in!Ethiopia.!

!

Maersk to join Ethiopian oil 
exploration industry. 

Ministry! of! Industry! reportedly! said!

that!Ethiopia!is!looking!to!increase!the!

valueOadded! to! exports,! rather! than!

ran! raw! materials! to! Egypt.! The!

government! is! looking! to! sign! more!

trade!agreements!with!Egypt.! [Source:!

The!Daily!Monitor,!Nov!2015].!

Eager&on&signing&trade&
agreements&with&Egypt&

Ethiopia! wants! to! become! a! hub! for!

light! manufacturing! industries,! plans!

to! build! four! industrial! parks! in! the!

next! two! years! investing! up! to! $500!

million!in!each.!!

Offering! cheap! labour,! improving!

power! supply! and! transport!

infrastructure,! Ethiopia! has! made!

strides! to! attract! lowOend!

manufacturing!businesses!seeking!new!

factory! locations.! [Source:! The! Daily!

Monitor].!!

Ethiopia'to'launch'four'more'
industry'parks'within'two'years'
more''
'

Ethiopia’s! membership! in! African!

Trade! Insurance! Agency! (ATI)! seems!

imminent,! left! with! only! a! few! more!

step!to! ink!the!final!deal,!an!ATI! team!

of! evaluators! stated! on! Tuesday!

November!10,!2015.![…]!!

“With!ATI!standing!behind! it,! I!believe!

the! country! is! now! primed! to! attract!

record! investments! that! will! help! to!

diversify! the! economy”! notes! ATI’s!

Chief! Executive! Officer.! [Source:!

Capital,!Nov!2015].!!

Ethiopia'to'join'African'Trade'
Insurance'Agency'soon'

Ethiopia sees increasing 
value-added exports than 
raw materials exports 
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Ethiopia! has! witnessed! rapid! economic!

growth,!with! real! gross! domestic! product!

(GDP)! growth! averaging! 10.9! per! cent!

between! 2004! and! 2014,! which! is! lifting!

the! country! from! being! the! second!

poorest! in!the!world! in!2000!to!becoming!

a! middle! income! country! by! 2025,! if! it!

continues! its! current! growth! trajectory,!

World!Bank!Report!said.!

The! report! launched!November! 23,! 2015,! noted! that!

fueled!by!substantial!public! infrastructure!investment!

and! a! conducive! external! environment,! the! country's!

growth!has!been!stable,! rapid!and! it!has!managed!to!

decrease! poverty! substantially! from! 44! per! cent! in!

2000!to!30!per!cent!in!2011.!

Ethiopia Poised to Become Middle Income 
Country by 2025 – WB 

 
 

 

2

In!the!report! launched!at!Hilton!Addis!under!the!title!

"Ethiopia's! Great! Run:! The! Growth! Acceleration! and!

How! to! Pace! It",! the! bank! pointed! out! the! reasons!

behind! the! impressive! growth! and! also! puts! forth!

policy!suggestions!on!sustaining!it.!

The!recent!growth!acceleration!was!part!of!a!broader!

and! very! successful! development! experience,! it!

indicated,! adding! that! poverty! declined! substantially!

from!55.3!per! cent! in!2000! to!33.5!per! cent! in!2011,!

according! to! the! international! poverty! line! of! 1.90!

USD.!!

According! to! the! report,! Ethiopia's! growth! was!

concentrated!in!services!and!agriculture!on!the!supply!

side,!and,!private!consumption!and!investment!on!the!

demand!side.!

While! agriculture!was! the!main!economic! sector!

BY EAGATE FOREIGN TRADE AUXILIARY PLC!

!
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at! the!beginning!of! the! takeOoff,! the! services! sector! gradually! took!over!

and!was!complemented,! in!recent!years,!by!a!construction!boom,! it!was!

stated.!

Out! of! an! average! annual! growth! rate! of! 10.9! per! cent! in! 2004O14,!

services!contributed!by!5.4!percentage!points!followed!by!agriculture!3.6!

percentage!points!and!industry!with!1.7!percentage!points.!

Moreover,! the! private! consumption! contributed! to!most! growth! on! the!

demand!side!with!public!investment!becoming!increasingly!important.!

The! likelihood! of! continued! high! growth! in! Ethiopia! is! buoyed! by! five!

factors,!including!productivityOenhancing!structural!change,!withinOsector!

productivity! gains! including! agriculture,! technological! catchOup,!

urbanization,!and!FDI.!

"Ethiopia! began! to! see! accelerated! economic! progress! in! 1992! and! it!

shifted! to!an!even!higher!gear! in!2004,!pulling!millions!of!people!out!of!

poverty! and! leading! to! improvements! in! other! areas! like! improved! life!

expectancy! and! reduced! child! and! infant! mortality,"! said! Lars! Christian!

Moller,!the!World!Bank!Group's!lead!economist!for!Ethiopia!and!the!lead!

author!of!the!report.!

He!added:!"To!continue!the!impressive!run,!Ethiopia!needs!to!continue!its!

reform!efforts!to!further!strengthen!its!growth!foundations."!

The! report! has! also! included! some! key! findings!which! have! contributed!

hugely! for! the! rapid! economic! growth! of! Ethiopia! such! as! services,!

agriculture!and!public!infrastructure!investment.!

The!three!policy!recommendations!that!the!report!made!to!help!Ethiopia!

sustain! high! growth! include! identifying! sustainable! ways! of! financing!

infrastructure,! supporting! private! investment! through! credit! markets,!

and,!tapping!into!the!growth!potential!of!structural!reforms.!

The! bank! believes! that! private! investments! will! have! a! key! role! in!

sustaining! further! growth! O! and! in! order! to! do! so,! they! need! to! be!

supported! through! credit! markets.! According! to! six! different! survey!

instruments,!access!to!credit! is!mentioned!as!one!of! the!top!three!most!

binding! constraints! for! the! private! sector! and! more! binding! than!

infrastructure! concerns.! Providing! more! credit! for! private! companies!

would! arguably! help! the! Ethiopian! economy.! The! government! could!

institute!two!policy!reforms.!To!continue!the!existing!system!but!to!direct!

more! credit! toward! private! firms! compared! to! public! infrastructure!

projects;! and! to! gradually! liberalize! interest! rates! to! better! reflect! the!

demand!and!supply!for!savings!and!credit.!

It! further! indicates! that! alternative! sources! of! financing! infrastructure!

need! to! be! identified.! With! Ethiopia! having! the third! largest 

Ethiopia!poised!to!become!middle!income!country!by!2025:!WB!

(continued)!

!The! Ethiopian! Sugar! Corporation! has!

announced! that! it! will! no! longer!

import!sugar,!and!has!not!received!any!

orders!for! imports!as!of!July!2015,!the!

first!month!of!an!Ethiopian!fiscal!year.!

[…]! Omo! Kuraz! one,! Tendaho! and!

Kessem! sugar! factories! each! with! a!

production!capacity!of!90!000,!20!000!

and! 100! 000! tons! respectively,! will!

become!fully!operational!by!December!

according!to!the!corporation.!!

Full! story! @! [Source:! Capital,! Nov!

A'Sweet'Future'for'Local'Sugar'

Government!disclosed!that!it!has!set!a!

plan!to!garner!2.3!billion!USD!from!the!

export! of! textile! products! in! the! next!

five!years!of!GTP!II.!!

Promoting! competitiveness! through!

more!capacity!utilization,!encouraging!

local! and! foreign! investments! and!

expanding! industrial! parks! will! be!

major! sources! of! growth! the!

government! will! focus! to! fetch! the!

specified!amount!of!income.!

!The! textile! subOsector! garnered! 455!

million!USD! in! already! finalized!GTP1.!

Full! story! @! [Source:! The! Daily!

Gov’t' expects' 2.3' bln' USD' from'
textile'in'GTP'II'
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infrastructure! deficit! in! Africa! and! infrastructure! being! one! of! the!most! important! drivers! of! economic! growth,!

Ethiopia!needs!new!mechanisms!to!finance!infrastructure!as!past!financing!options!could!have!an!impact!on!other!

areas!most!notably! crowding!out! the!private! sector! in! the!debt!markets.!Other! financing!mechanisms! including!

raising!tax!revenues,!increasing!private!sector!involvement,!and!improving!public!investment!management!can!be!

considered.!

The!third!recommendation!is!about!the!need!to!tap!into!the!growth!potential!of!reforms.!If!Ethiopia!can!catch!up!

with! its! peers! in! SubOSaharan! Africa! in! terms! of! financial!modernization,! its! per! capita! GDP! growth! rate!would!

increase!by!1.9!per!cent!annually,! the!report!pointed!out.!While!Ethiopia!has!so!far!modernized! its!merchandise!

trade,!the!country!could!reap!rewards!by!reforming!the!service!sector.!In!doing!so,!it!can!benefit!from!the!lessons!

of!other!countries!and!tailor!reforms!to!its!own!circumstances,!the!bank!said.!

Moving!forward,!the!report!also!proposes!a!series!of!indicators!that!would!monitor!the!tradeOoffs!that!could!occur!

while! implementing! the! current! growth! strategy.! This! could! provide! early! warnings! to! policy! makers! and! help!

initiate!reform!efforts!to!sustain!higher!growth.!!

[Source:!The!Ethiopian!Herald,!Nov!2015].!

Ethiopia!poised!to!become!middle!income!country!by!2025:!WB!(continued)!

!

Livestock' Development' and' Fishery' Minister' Silesh'
Getahun'said'one'of'the'means'for'achieving' its'mission'
is' boosting' agricultural' production' and' productivity' in'
which'livestock'and'fisheries'are'one'and'the'most.'
Not!policy,!strategic!or!plan!issues!that!hinder!the!country!not!able!to!

use!from!the!sector!and!contribute!much!for!the!overall!to!the!Gross!

Domestic!Product!(GDP).![…]!

The!government!plans!to!push!livestock!development!contribution!to!

the! Gross! Domestic! Product! (GDP)! to! 10! per! cent.!! Full! story! @!

. Increasing Livestock GDP 
Contribution 
 

Ethiopia!has!the!first!livestock!in!Africa!with!

approximately!180!million!

. Experts suggest Ethiopia be careful 
when joining middle class group 
The' Ethiopian' official' for' United'Nations' Conference' on'
Trade' and' Development' (UNCTAD)' suggested' that'
Ethiopia' needs' to' be' careful' as' it' becomes' a' middleN
income'economy.'
[…]!Taffere!Tesfachew!(PhD),!director!of!Division! for!Africa,!LDCs!and!

Special! Programs! at! UNCTAD,! suggested! that! Ethiopia! needs! to! be!

careful!when! joining! the!middleOincome! status! in! order! to! avoid! the!

“middleOincome!trap”.!Full!story!@![Source:!The!Reporter,!Nov!2015].!

Ethiopia!aims!at!becoming!middleOincome!

country!by!2025!!
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A'business'delegation'from'Belgium'with'over'50'companies'was'in'
Ethiopia.&

Belgium eyes on investment 
opportunities in Ethiopia 
 

1

A! business! delegation! from! Belgium,!

representing! over! 50! companies!

operating! in! different! sectors,! was! in!

Addis! Ababa! this! week! holding!

discussions! with! government! officials!

as!well!as!private!sector!stakeholders.!

The! delegation! held! B2B! sessions! and!

consultation! meetings! with! the!

Ethiopian! Investment! Council! as! well!

as! the! Ethiopian! Chamber! of!

Commerce!and!Sectorial!Associations.!

“Two! years! ago! we! had! the! first!

Belgian!delegation!with!12!companies;!

today! we! have! over! 50! companies.!

2

This!shows!the!increased!interest!from!

Belgian! companies! in! Ethiopia,! the!

second! most! populous! country! in!

Africa”,! said! Didier! Nagant,!

Ambassador!of!Belgium!to!Ethiopia.!

During!the!opening!session!of!the!B2B!

event,! it!was!stated!that!of! the!28!EU!

member! states,! Belgium! is! the! third!

biggest! exporter! of! products! in!

Ethiopia!just!behind!Germany!and!Italy!

but!ahead!of!countries!like!France!and!

the! UK.! Full! story@! [Source:! Capital,!

Nov!2015].!

!

 
 
 
 
East Africa Gate (EAGate) is a dynamic French/Ethiopian business 
partnership founded by Ms. Tigist Getachew Araya and Mr. Olivier 
Poujade. The two partners graduated from Toulouse University (France) 
and together combine more than 15 years of experience in emerging 
markets in the legal, financial and business strategy fields 
(www.eastafricagate.com). EAGate has rapidly become a reference for 
accurate business information and tailored investment solutions in the 
Horn of Africa.  
 

For more information, contact us at: contact@eastafricagate.com 
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